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This well respected textbook has been fully updated to reflect how
economic policies on housing, crime, the environment, pensions among
other areas, have changed in recent years. The book offers a lucid, nontechnical introduction to important economic concepts, showing how
they are applied in a real world setting.
Social Problems - Joel Best 2016-09-15
A complete set of tools for analyzing any social problem.
Social Problems and Mental Health - Jessica Kuper 2022-02-11
First published in 1987, Social Problems and Mental Health presents a
sophisticated response to the whole question of what constitutes a social
problem, with nearly fifty entries giving a range of perspectives on the
main problem issues of our age. Also included are useful suggestions for
further reading. Entries cover areas of concern connected with physical
and mental health, poverty, crime and violence, family and social
relationships, sexuality and so on. The book provides succinct
descriptions of various areas of concern with historical backgrounds.
Both casual readers and students of sociology and psychology will find
the book useful.
Social Problems in the Age of COVID-19 Vol 1 - Muschert, Glenn W.
2020-08-24
Written by a highly respected team of authors brought together by the
Society for the Study of Social Problems (SSSP), this book provides
accessible insights into pressing social problems in the United States in
the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic and proposes public policy
responses for victims and justice, precarious populations, employment
dilemmas and health and well-being.
Psychology and Social Problems (Psychology Revivals) - Michael Argyle
2014-01-27
First published in 1964, Psychology and Social Problems looks at a
changing society and research into problems of the time. Many of the
themes in the book, such as delinquency, mental health and racial
conflict, are still familiar and current topics of discussion today. Social
scientists had carried out extensive research into problems of urgent
public concern, yet their findings were not widely known or understood
and they had often been diffident in advocating policies based on their
conclusions. Michael Argyle discussed the recent psychological and
social research bearing on the origins of aggression, delinquency, mental
disorder, racial and international prejudice, and industrial discontent; he
went on to consider the implications of these studies for prevention and
control and for the guidance of social change. This sophisticated and
well-documented critique is presented with such lucidity and verve that
it will appeal equally to laymen and to students and professional workers
and can now be enjoyed in its historical context.
The Sociology of Social Problems - Adam Jamrozik 1998-07-13
Social problems such as unemployment, poverty and drug addiction are a
fact of life in industrialised societies. This book examines the sociology of
social problems from interesting and challenging perspectives. It
analyses how social problems emerge and are defined as such, who takes
responsibility for them, who is threatened by them and how they are
managed, solved or ignored. The authors examine and critique existing
theories of social problems before developing their own theoretical
framework. Their 'theory of residualist conversion of social problems'
explains how certain social problems threaten legitimate power
structures, so that problems of a social or political nature are
transformed into personal problems, and the 'helping professions' are
left to intervene. This book will become a key reference on class,
inequality and social intervention and an important text for students in
sociology and social work courses.
Social Problems - John J. Macionis 2009
Macionis's Social Problems is the only social problems text that explains
how society frames social problems and solutions through politics. The
text analyzes social issues and policies, using the concepts of sociological
theory and the everyday language of politics. This text helps students

Educational Research: the Educationalization of Social Problems Paul Smeyers 2009-04-14
Pushing ‘social’ responsibilities on schools is a process that has been
underway for a long time. This phenomenon has been studied more in
Europe than in North America and the U.K. and has been labelled
Pädagogisierung. The editors have chosen to use ‘Educationalization’ to
identify the overall orientation or trend toward thinking about education
as the focal point for addressing or solving larger human problems. The
term describes these phenomena as a sub-process of the ‘modernization’
of society, but it also has negative connotations, such as increased
dependence, patronization, and pampering. In this book distinguished
philosophers and historians of education focus on ‘educationalization’ to
expand its meaning through an engagement with educational theory.
Topics discussed are the family and the child, the ‘learning society’,
citizenship education, widening participation in higher education,
progressive education, and schooling movements such as No Child Left
Behind. ‘Smeyers’ and Depaepe's book offers great insights into one of
the most ambivalent phenomena of today's educational world and
especially educational policy. The contributions assembled represent
perspectives of some of the most respected scholars in the field. Their
manifold critiques of the educationalization of social problems are rather
convincing. Our time is definitely ripe for such analysis!’ Roland
Reichenbach, Center for Educational Studies, University of Basel,
Switzerland ‘This is a challenging, critical and analytical treatment of the
tendency of contemporary administrations to overburden educational
institutions with the expectation that they will provide the solutions to an
increasingly diverse range of social and economic problems. It brings
together the theoretical resources of a distinguished international group
of philosophers and historians of education and deserves the careful
attention of educational policy makers, practitioners and researchers
alike.’ David Bridges, Von Hügel Institute, St Edmund’s College,
Cambridge, England This publication is realized by the Research
Community (FWO-Vlaanderen / Research Foundation Flanders, Belgium)
Philosophy and History of the Discipline of Education: Evaluation and
Evolution of the Criteria for Educational Research. Also realized by the
Research Community are Educational Research: Why ‘What Works’
Doesn’t Work (2006) and Educational Research: Networks and
Technologies (2007).
Seeing Social Problems - Ira Silver 2019-12-03
Seeing Social Problems: The Hidden Stories Behind Contemporary Issues
shows students how to think about social problems in a new way, by
carefully analyzing headline-making issues they are already familiar with
and illustrating the connection between individual problems and larger
social forces. Each chapter engages students in thinking about the world
sociologically by focusing on a specific case study that represents a more
general social problem. The chapters always start with the knowledge,
beliefs, attitudes, and personal experiences that students bring to the
case—what author Ira Silver refers to as the conventional wisdom—and
effectively demonstrate to them the "first wisdom" of sociology: "things
are not what they seem." In each instance, Silver shows how sociologists
ask questions, gather empirical data, use multiple perspectives, and
consider larger social forces to discover the "hidden stories" behind
individual behavior. Included with this title: The password-protected
Instructor Resource Site (formally known as SAGE Edge) offers access to
all text-specific resources, including a test bank and editable, chapterspecific PowerPoint® slides.
Handbook of Social Problems - George Ritzer 2004
Provides a comparative perspective on the state of social problems and
deviance in a variety of societies around the world. This book explores
the theory of the weakness of the strong, in other words, strong or
wealthy nations may have greater vulnerability to some social problems
than less developed or affluent societies.
The Economics of Social Problems - Sheila Smith 2008-06-26
social-problems-11th-edition
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understand the attitudes and values that define the political spectrum in
the United States. Once students know how social problems are defined
by our society through politics, and how the policies to solve these
problems are developed, students are able to become involved in solving
social problems through activism and political involvement.
Social Problems - James M. Henslin 2013-06-25
A sociological understanding of social problems. Social Problems: A
Down to Earth Approach, 11/e is a theoretically balanced text that
provides the latest research and a consistent structure to help students
analyze critical social problems facing the United States. The author
presents both sides of an argument with a neutral voice and uses a
"down-to-earth" writing style. By using this text, not only do students
gain a sociological understanding of social problems, but also they are
able to explore and evaluate their own opinions about specific social
problems. They will gain a greater awareness of the social forces that
shape their orientations to social problems and their perspectives on
social life. The ideas in this book penetrate students' thinking and help
give shape to their views of the world. MySocLab for Social Problems
features an engaging student experience including an interactive eText,
the New Core Concepts Video Series, the New Social Explorer. Teaching
& Learning Experience Personalize Learning – MySocLab is an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment program. It helps students prepare
for class and instructor gauge individual and class performance. Improve
Critical Thinking – Thinking Critically About the Chapter – At the end of
each chapter are several questions designed to help students evaluate
what they have read. These questions also lend themselves well for
stimulating class discussions. Engage Students –Opening Vignette –
Intended to arouse student interest in the social problem and to
stimulate the desire to read more, this brief opening story presents
essential elements of the social problem. Explore Research –Spotlight on
Research boxes – Major researchers in social problems share an insider's
perspective of how they became interested in a social problem and how
they did their research Explore Theory – The three basic theories –
Symbolic interaction theory, functional theory, and conflict theory— are
introduced early in the text; giving students the opportunity t
immediately grasp the differences of these theories. Support Instructors
– MySocLab, Instructor's eText, Instructor's Manual, Test Item File,
Electronic “MyTest” Test Bank, PowerPoint Presentation Slides, and
Pearson Custom course material are available. Note: MySocLab does not
come automatically packaged with this text. To purchase MySocLab,
please visit: www.mysoclab.com or you can purchase a ValuePack of the
text + NEW MySocLab (at no additional cost): ValuePack ISBN-10:
0205965121 / ValuePack ISBN-13: 9780205965120.
The Study of Social Problems - Earl Rubington 1977

problems in their communities and inspires them to become part of the
solution. The Fifth Edition of Social Problems: Community, Policy, and
Social Action goes beyond the typical presentation of contemporary
social problems and their consequences by emphasizing the importance
and effectiveness of community involvement to achieve real solutions.
With an overarching focus on social inequalities and policy, this proven
text provides a platform for discussion that encourages critical thinking
and inspires hope. “The extra emphasis on social action and movements
is a real strength…I like that the three major perspectives are used in
each chapter as I feel many texts just put that in the first chapter and
then forget about it.” —Todd Michael Callais, University of CincinnatiBlue Ash
Brooks/Cole Empowerment Series: Introduction to Social Work
and Social Welfare - Charles Zastrow 2013-03-15
The bestselling introductory Social Work book on the market, Zastrow's
INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL WORK AND SOCIAL WELFARE:
EMPOWERING PEOPLE, 11th Edition, is also lauded for being the most
comprehensive. In addition to giving readers a thorough overview of the
social work profession, this text offers a realistic view of social problems
in contemporary society, equipping students with real-world insight that
they can apply in practice. By presenting positive strategies in the
context of the core values, ethics, skills, and knowledge base of today's
professional social worker, Zastrow encourages readers to think critically
about new, workable methods for problem-solving and empowering
clients. Contemporary social problems case studies, exhibits, and tables
help users apply concepts and compare and contrast issues. The
Eleventh Edition has been thoroughly updated to include the latest
NASW Standards, as well as new and emerging issues from the field.
Packed with cutting-edge coverage and comprehensive CSWE core
content, INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL WORK AND SOCIAL WELFARE:
EMPOWERING PEOPLE, 11th Edition, continues to inspire readers while
giving them insight into real-world practice. Available with InfoTrac
Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
Debating Social Problems - Leonard A. Steverson 2018-08-15
Debating Social Problems emphasizes the process of debate as a means
of addressing social problems and helps students engage in active
learning. The debate format covers sensitive material in a way that
encourages students to talk about this material openly in class. This
succinct text includes activities that promote critical thinking and
includes examples from current events.
Understanding Social Problems - Linda A. Mooney 2016-01-19
This thoroughly revised edition of Mooney, Knox, and Schacht's text uses
a theoretically balanced, student-centered approach to provide a
comprehensive exploration of social problems. UNDERSTANDING
SOCIAL PROBLEMS, Tenth Edition, progresses from a micro to macro
level of analysis, focusing first on problems related to health care, drugs
and alcohols, families, and crime, and then broadening to the larger
issues of poverty and inequality, population growth, aging,
environmental problems, and conflict around the world. The social
problem in each chapter is framed in a global as well as a U.S. context.
In addition, the three major theoretical perspectives are applied to the
problem under discussion, and its consequences -- as well as alternative
solutions -- are explored. Pedagogical features such as The Human Side
and Self and Society enable students to grasp how social problems affect
the lives of individuals and apply their understanding of social problems
to their own lives. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Social Problems in the Age of COVID-19 Vol 2 - Muschert, Glenn W.
2020-10-21
The COVID-19 pandemic is having far-reaching political and social
consequences across the globe. Published in collaboration with the
Society for the Study of Social Problems (SSSP), this book addresses the
greatest social challenges facing the world as a result of the pandemic.
The authors propose public policy solutions to help refugees, migrant
workers, victims of human trafficking, indigenous populations and the
invisible poor of the Global South.
Tipping Points - John Bissell 2015-06-15
This book focuses on the modelling of contemporary health and social
problems, especially those considered a major burden to communities,
governments and taxpayers, such as smoking, alcoholism, drug use, and
heart disease. Based on a series of papers presented at a recent
conference hosted by the Leverhulme-funded Tipping Points project at

Social Problems - D. Stanley Eitzen 2009
Taking a conflict approach, Eitzen and Baca Zinn focus on the underlying
features of the social world in an effort to help students to understand
today's social problems.
SAGE Readings for Social Problems - Benjamin Drury 2021-02-02
SAGE Readings for Social Problems, is a convenient and economical
option for instructors who want to introduce students to scholarly
literature in their social problems courses. It contains 16 short readings
on topics covered in typical courses, including economic inequality, race,
gender, crime, substance abuse, education, health/medicine, the
environment, family, and the social construction of social problem. The
articles in this collection were all chosen because they are accessible to
undergraduate, avoid complicated statistical analysis, and demonstrate
the range of methodological approaches to studying social problems.
Investigating Social Problems - A. Javier Trevino 2017-12-21
A. Javier Treviño, working with a panel of experts, thoroughly examines
all aspects of social problems, providing a contemporary and
authoritative introduction to the field. Each chapter is written by a
specialist on that particular topic and the unique, contributed format
ensures that the research and examples provided are the most current
and relevant available. The text is framed around three major themes:
intersectionality (the interplay of race, ethnicity, class, and gender), the
global scope of many problems, and how researchers take an evidencebased approach to studying problems.
Social Problems and the Quality of Life - Robert H. Lauer 1982
Social Problems - Anna Leon-Guerrero 2015-06-18
Empower your students to become part of the solution. With a clear and
upbeat voice, author Anna Leon-Guerrero’s thought-provoking overview
of social problems challenges readers to understand and recognize social
social-problems-11th-edition
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the University of Durham, this book illustrates a broad range of
modelling approaches. Such a diverse collection demonstrates that an
interdisciplinary approach is essential to modelling tipping points in
health and social problems, and the assessment of associated risk and
resilience.
Social Problems - Maxine P. Atkinson 2019-12-04
The authors are proud sponsors of the 2020 SAGE Keith Roberts
Teaching Innovations Award—enabling graduate students and early
career faculty to attend the annual ASA pre-conference teaching and
learning workshop. Wake up your social problems classes! Social
Problems: Sociology in Action helps your students learn sociology by
doing sociology. Social Problems: Sociology in Action will inspire your
students to do sociology through real-world activities designed to
increase learning, retention, and engagement with course material.
Inspired by the best-selling introductory sociology text, Sociology in
Action, this innovative new book immerses students in an active learning
experience that emphasizes hands-on work, application, and learning by
example as they grapple with the causes and consequences of social
problems as well as possible solutions. Each chapter explains key
concepts and theories in social problems and pairs that foundational
coverage with a series of carefully developed learning activities and
thought-provoking questions. The comprehensive Activity Guide that
accompanies the text provides everything you need to assign, carry out,
and assess the activities that will best engage your students, fit the
format of your course, and meet your course goals. This title is
accompanied by a complete teaching and learning package. Contact your
SAGE representative to request a demo. Digital Option / Courseware
SAGE Vantage is an intuitive digital platform that delivers this text’s
content and course materials in a learning experience that offers autograded assignments and interactive multimedia tools, all carefully
designed to ignite student engagement and drive critical thinking. Built
with you and your students in mind, it offers simple course set-up and
enables students to better prepare for class. Learn more. Assignable
Video with Assessment Assignable video (available with SAGE Vantage)
is tied to learning objectives and curated exclusively for this text to bring
concepts to life. Watch a sample video now. LMS Cartridge (formerly
known as SAGE Coursepacks): Import this title’s instructor resources
into your school’s learning management system (LMS) and save time.
Don’t use an LMS? You can still access all of the same online resources
for this title via the password-protected Instructor Resource Site. Learn
more. SAGE Lecture Spark: Designed to save you time and ignite student
engagement, these free weekly lecture launchers focus on current event
topics tied to key concepts in Sociology. Access this week’s topic.
The Cambridge Handbook of Social Problems: - A. Javier Treviño
2018-03-22
The introduction of the Affordable Care Act in the United States, the
increasing use of prescription drugs, and the alleged abuse of racial
profiling by police are just some of the factors contributing to twentyfirst-century social problems. The Cambridge Handbook of Social
Problems offers a wide-ranging roster of the social problems currently
pressing for attention and amelioration. Unlike other works in this area,
it also gives great consideration to theoretical and methodological
discussions. This Handbook will benefit both undergraduate and
graduate students eager to understand the sociology of social problems.
It is suitable for classes in social problems, current events, and social
theory. Featuring the most current research, the Handbook provides an
especially useful resource for sociologists and graduate students
conducting research.
Scientific Knowledge and Its Social Problems - Jerome R. Ravetz
2020-09-11
Science is continually confronted by new and difficult social and ethical
problems. Some of these problems have arisen from the transformation
of the academic science of the prewar period into the industrialized
science of the present. Traditional theories of science are now widely
recognized as obsolete. In Scientific Knowledge and Its Social Problems
(originally published in 1971), Jerome R. Ravetz analyzes the work of
science as the creation and investigation of problems. He demonstrates
the role of choice and value judgment, and the inevitability of error, in
scientific research. Ravetz's new introductory essay is a masterful
statement of how our understanding of science has evolved over the last
two decades.
Philosophy and the Social Problem - Will Durant 2018-01-29
The purpose of this essay is to show: first, that the social problem has
been the basic concern of many of the greater philosophers; second, that
an approach to the social problem through philosophy is the first
social-problems-11th-edition

condition of even a moderately successful treatment of this problem; and
third, that an approach to philosophy through the social problem is
indispensable to the revitalization of philosophy.
Social Problems - James M. Henslin 2019-04
Revised edition of the author's Social problems, [2014]
Social Problems - James M. Henslin 2013-06-25
A sociological understanding of social problems. Social Problems: A
Down to Earth Approach, 11/e is a theoretically balanced text that
provides the latest research and a consistent structure to help students
analyze critical social problems facing the United States. The author
presents both sides of an argument with a neutral voice and uses a
"down-to-earth" writing style. By using this text, not only do students
gain a sociological understanding of social problems, but also they are
able to explore and evaluate their own opinions about specific social
problems. They will gain a greater awareness of the social forces that
shape their orientations to social problems and their perspectives on
social life. The ideas in this book penetrate students’ thinking and help
give shape to their views of the world. MySocLab for Social Problems
features an engaging student experience including an interactive eText,
the New Core Concepts Video Series, the New Social Explorer. Teaching
& Learning Experience Personalize Learning – MySocLab is an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment program. It helps students prepare
for class and instructor gauge individual and class performance. Improve
Critical Thinking – Thinking Critically About the Chapter – At the end of
each chapter are several questions designed to help students evaluate
what they have read. These questions also lend themselves well for
stimulating class discussions. Engage Students –Opening Vignette –
Intended to arouse student interest in the social problem and to
stimulate the desire to read more, this brief opening story presents
essential elements of the social problem. Explore Research –Spotlight on
Research boxes – Major researchers in social problems share an insider's
perspective of how they became interested in a social problem and how
they did their research Explore Theory – The three basic theories –
Symbolic interaction theory, functional theory, and conflict theory— are
introduced early in the text; giving students the opportunity t
immediately grasp the differences of these theories. Support Instructors
– MySocLab, Instructor’s eText, Instructor’s Manual, Test Item File,
Electronic “MyTest” Test Bank, PowerPoint Presentation Slides, and
Pearson Custom course material are available. Note: MySocLab does not
come automatically packaged with this text. To purchase MySocLab,
please visit: www.mysoclab.com or you can purchase a ValuePack of the
text + NEW MySocLab (at no additional cost): ValuePack ISBN-10:
0205965121 / ValuePack ISBN-13: 9780205965120.
Understanding Social Problems - Linda A. Mooney 2016-01-19
This thoroughly revised edition of Mooney, Knox, and Schacht's text uses
a theoretically balanced, student-centered approach to provide a
comprehensive exploration of social problems. UNDERSTANDING
SOCIAL PROBLEMS, Tenth Edition, progresses from a micro to macro
level of analysis, focusing first on problems related to health care, drugs
and alcohols, families, and crime, and then broadening to the larger
issues of poverty and inequality, population growth, aging,
environmental problems, and conflict around the world. The social
problem in each chapter is framed in a global as well as a U.S. context.
In addition, the three major theoretical perspectives are applied to the
problem under discussion, and its consequences -- as well as alternative
solutions -- are explored. Pedagogical features such as The Human Side
and Self and Society enable students to grasp how social problems affect
the lives of individuals and apply their understanding of social problems
to their own lives. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Essentials of Sociology - James M. Henslin 1999-06-01
Social Problems and Inequality - John Alessio 2016-04-01
Social Problems and Inequality explores integrated and root-cause-based
explanations of complex social problems. Written in clear and
understandable language, allowing it to be used for classroom purposes,
it addresses the most fundamental principles of how humans, acting
through social units, create, and eventually can remedy, social problems.
With a central focus on the problem of inequality and the manner in
which this is manifested in crime, social class and stratification, this book
examines the key theoretical perspectives relevant to the study and
solution of social problems, whilst drawing upon rich illustrations and
case studies from the US and Europe to offer a thorough examination of
the nature, common root causes and social remedies of social problems.
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Providing discussions of both theoretical approaches and concrete
applications, Social Problems and Inequality investigates the sources of
various prejudices and attitudes that contribute to social problems and
the associated issues of globalization, economic greed and imperialism.
Accessible in style and comprehensive in its coverage, this book will
appeal to students and scholars of social problems across the social
sciences.
Contemporary Readings in Social Problems - Anna Leon-Guerrero
2008-11-21
Companion reader to Anna Leon-Guerrero's Social Problems - 2nd
Edition.
Sociology in Our Times - Diana Kendall 2016-01-01
This best-selling comprehensive book conveys the relevance of sociology
by presenting a timely collection of theories, research, and examples -including its signature first-person accounts that open many chapters.
These lived experiences are relevant to students and introduce themes
that provide a framework for learning the chapter material. Kendall's
vivid and inviting writing style, emphasis on applications, and eye for
compelling current examples further highlight sociology's relevance to
all students. Now in its eleventh edition, SOCIOLOGY IN OUR TIMES is
acclaimed for being the first textbook to integrate race, class, and
gender issues, and for its thorough presentation of sociological theory,
including contemporary perspectives such as feminism and
postmodernism. This edition focuses more on social/global change and on
the contemporary world, presenting such current debates as bullying and
social media abuse, digital-age methods to increase school attendance,
food trucks and the spread of culture, modern slavery, and weight bias.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Social Problems - Joel Best 2012-04
A complete set of tools for analyzing any social problem. Updated with
over 60 new examples and case studies, Social Problems shows how
activists, experts, and their opponents frame social problems through the
logic that they use; the rhetoric of claims-making; and the ways that
access to resources determines who gets their claims heard. Drawing on
social constructionist theory, the idea that our experience of reality is
created through the interaction and participation of individuals and
groups, Joel Best helps readers understand the complex competitive
process through which problems emerge. In order to help students
connect theory to everyday life, Joel Best fills the book with colorful
examples and case studies from the real world.
Sport, Theory and Social Problems - Eric Anderson 2010-06-25
What impact does sport have on the lives of ordinary people? How does
sport help to perpetuate inequalities in society? What can social theory
tell us about the role of sport in society?? At their origin competitive
sports were institutionalized in Western cultures for the privilege of
white, heterosexual men. Over time sport has become more open to
categories of people traditionally marginalized in society: women; those
from lower social classes; gay men; people of colour; and those
differently abled. However, focusing solely on increased social inclusion
in sport masks significant problems with both the culture and structure
of sport. This critical textbook examines social exclusion in sport and
analyzes the socio-negative attributes associated with competitive,
institutionalized sport, for all who play. Focusing on sport at non-elite
levels, this book explores the lives of everyday citizens who play and
examines how inequality and social deviance are structured into the
social and sporting system. Each chapter uses a key social theory to
address a particular social problem in sport, such as learned obedience
to authority; the acceptance of pain and injury; the adoption of hypermasculine, homophobic and sexist attitudes; the teaching of in-group/outgroup; and the use of sport as a false mechanism for social mobility. By
concentrating on real sport, and through the use of startling vignettes
illustrating the experiences of real people, this textbook develops the
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critical senses, social conscience and theoretical understanding of all
students of sport and anybody for whom sport is part of their everyday
life.
Religion and Social Problems - Titus Hjelm 2011-01-21
Although students and scholars of social problems have often
acknowledged the role of religion, no thorough examinations of the
relation between the two have emerged. This volume fills this gap by
providing a definitive work on the role of religion in assessing,
constructing, and solving social problems. Contributors chart the relation
between religion and social problems, exploring such case studies as the
impact of religion on drugs and alcohol use among Muslims, the rising
importance that religion is given in social policy, the role of the Orthodox
and Catholic churches in tackling social problems in post-communist
East Europe, and the contested role of religion in the national and
international politics of contemporary Japan. Religion and Social
Problems is a broad and path-breaking contribution to the fields of
sociology of religion, sociology of social problems, and religious studies.
Sociology in Our Times: The Essentials - Diana Kendall 2016-12-05
Current and relevant to today's students, SOCIOLOGY IN OUR TIMES:
THE ESSENTIALS, 11th Edition presents the latest available data and
new insights on behaviors, beliefs, issues, and trends in our nation and
world from a sociological perspective. The new edition of this bestselling
text emphasizes the themes of social change, the effects of social media
on communication, and the intertwining nature of politics and social
policy in the United States and worldwide. Students contemplate such
issues as gun control, prevention of military suicides, environmental
activism, and whether employers should be allowed to spy on their
employees. New You Can Make a Difference boxes help students learn
how to become involved in their communities and the world through such
projects as campus kitchens and global networking to fight hunger. Firstperson accounts of individuals' lived experiences draw students into each
chapter by illuminating topics that reflect the text's primary themes.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
How Can We Solve Our Social Problems? - James A. Crone
2010-05-13
Updated with recent issues such as the national debate on health care
reform, this Second Edition of How Can We Solve Our Social Problems?
gives students a sense of hope by demonstrating specific, realistic steps
we can take to solve some of the most pervasive social problems in
America today. Author James Crone maintains a sense of sociological
objectivity throughout and helps students realize that we can take steps
to solve such key social problems as poverty, racial and ethnic inequality,
unequal education, and environmental issues. The book's first two
chapters define "social problem,," provide a theoretical background,
discuss the daunting barriers we face in attempting to solve social
problems, and demonstrate how sociology can help.
Economics of Social Problems - Julian Le Grand 2016-01-13
Understanding Social Problems - Linda A. Mooney 2011-10-14
Written from a distinctly Canadian point of view, Understanding Social
Problems, Fourth Canadian Edition, examines how the structure and
culture of societies contribute to social problems and their
consequences. This text has strong pedagogical features and is
comprehensive in its coverage, progressing from micro to macro levels of
analysis. It focuses first on problems of health care, drug use, and crime,
and then broadens to the widening concerns of population, health and
welfare, science and technology, large-scale inequality and
environmental problems. Known for its inclusive approach,
Understanding Social Problems, Fourth Canadian Edition, explores
powerful stories of real life people struggling with the challenges society
and its problems have thrust upon them.
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